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About This Game

Meet Hanzo. He’s a ninja. While he was training ‘out there’ the Pirate Monkey Zombies™ - stupid, ugly, smelly, rotten and
disgusting creatures - kidnapped his family. Take control of his awesome blade and aid him in the quest to free them.

You need just a mouse to play. LMB + draw a line to jump, dash, dodge, and slash. RMB to summon powerful Ninjutsu
Techniques - super-efficient against the 'rottents'.

FEATURES:
• Unique mouse only controls

• Story Mode
• Challenges Mode

• Endless Arcade: Survival and Gatekeeper Modes
• Upgradeable Ninjutsu Techniques

Cut, slice, snip, sever, chop, shear and trim hordes of Pirate Monkey Zombies™.

And wear a helmet - you got only one brain!
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Title: Draw Slasher
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Mass Creation
Publisher:
Mass Creation
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, 8, 10

Processor: Intel i3 2100+ or AMD FX-4100+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB VRAM, nVidia GT 720+ or AMD HD 5450+ or Intel HD Graphics 5000+

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

Additional Notes: Good mouse :)

English
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Great party game!
Maintains replayability while staying nice and simple.
Endless hours of fun with friends!. For a good laugh, play this game.

Press ~ during game play, enter one of the following
codes, then press [Enter] to activate the corresponding
cheat function.

Code
Activate all codes GiveMeAll
Refill fuel GiveMeFuel
Full lives MoreLives
Refill health HealthMe
Invincible for 30 seconds GiveMeInvulnerable
Invisible for 30 seconds GiveMeInvisibility
All guns, rockets, missiles, lasers, plasma cannons and nuke
GiveMeAllAmmo
Trainer

Original page: http://www.cheatsguru.com/pc/heli_heroes/cheats/9534.htm

. really enjoy the simplicity jus jan along

. I can't believe they'd try to charge $20 for this ... too easy even though it's glitchy with aim, sword cuts robots and they just
drop with no real feeling to it at all. Really depressing actually -- cheaper wave shooters out there. I hate rating a VR game bad
because I want more developers to get into it and create content but I returned it even at 50% off. They tried to do another
Super Hot but I guess with elements of Robo Recall and kinda failed to reach expectations of either.. not very impressed,
graphics suck, censors only seem to work under 10 km WTF is that .....TNG expansion the capt is holding a P.A.D in order to
carry out certain functions looks and feels completely stupid not recommended...unless I really missed something good pressed
the wrong button and ended up some where really far from where the fun is in the game ...it completely blows chunks, the worst
star trek game ever to date ...going to have to do a star trek 3 on it " the search for fun" maybe i just missed something going to
keep looking see what happens ...before you buy watch some video's of it you might change your mind about buying it ....i
bought it because it was 70% off not sure if that will even make me feel better about buying this crap ....if anyone can direct me
to were the fun is in it please do i have allowed comments for just this reason ...thanks!. The puzzles are frustrating
The music is annoying
The nerds laugh are VERY annoying
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The first impression is good, but gets really bad so fast. I had fun playing this game though i can understand if some find it
lacking because it is. Production was not kind to the development of this game but still they managed to push out something
solid.
For example
Enviroment: while it might be accurate in the grimdark future of the galaxy, I still think theres room for more varied designs
and different scenery.
Combat: Easy to grasp and good power behind it but lacking some finer nuances.
Story: meh not bad but not exactly memorable either.

Mayby youve noticed it already from reading this, this game couldve been so much more and I believe theres a great amount of
potential in these kinds of games within the Warhammer 40k universe.. Funny, good length, not too difficult and good music.
Really enjoyable for a quick game :poopsmile:. I greatly enjoyed the lonely, melancholy atmosphere of this Water Planet, and
my discovered companion, a friendly aloof jellyfish. I travel many worlds in VR, and this was one of my favorite. Also great
soundtrack.
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. This is a good game so far I like it from what little time I played on it and plan on playing more. a very fun and addictive game,
but a word of warning it contains the trials evolution\/fusion effect, that means rage by constatnly trying to improve your times
or completing some levels, overall 10\/10 keep up the good work. PLEASE Developers make more stages. Tha's the main thing
preventing me from having fun and purchasing a Character Model pack. You need more Creative stages. Not just boring
rectangle shaped stages. Stages that are different shapes, have different pros and cons, stages that require different strategies. It's
really boring playing the same few stages over and over. That was the main problem with Bomberman, it was boring. And that's
why bomberman died off. There was no strategy other than avoiding "plus shaped" bomb splash damage on a large rectangular
shaped level.. You want a visual novel that has a ton of lore? Do you like a visual novel that has gameplay elements? Do you like
that gameplay to be technical and complicated, yet managable and still enjoyable? You've found the right one.

Take a story that revolves around magical learning and slice-of-life fantasy, then blend it with some time-management and an
intriguing dice-rolling mechanic, and you get Littlewitch Romanesque. And is it ever astoundingly good! Nearly every scene
between lessons contains lore, and there is enough depth to the worldbuilding within the story to give you a lot for your
imagination to explore.

The plot, despite being an eroge (with adult scenes removed on Steam), is actually surprisingly not that perverted. If gratuitous
sex is a turn-off in other visual novels, you'll be delighted by how focused the plot is on revealing its world and developing its
huge amount of characters. Sure, there's some fan-service (as one will always expect due to the genre), but it's almost always
either comedic or sentimental, and rarely feels out of place.

And don't even get me started on the artwork. HOLY CRAP, is this some absolutely stunning art. You can see the love and
detail in every single scene.

If you're looking for something story-rich, with fantastic artwork, just the right amount of challenge, and a little less perversion
than the status quo, Littlewitch is the VN for you.. This was a good game but replaying it again I forgot about how bad the
randomness of the bullet spread was. I did have a lot of fun playing it with friends too bad other games came out and this never
took off with us as I thought it would. I am having fun again replaying the single player missions again though. Absolutely good
game. Pandemonium.
lol by the name you know it's a trash game. it's just trash, really leave it alone. 1/10
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